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Leon’s redesigned Axis AX-61 and AX-81 in-ceiling speakers offer the extreme versatility and high-performance necessary for Living Space Theater 
applications. These high-fidelity speakers are housed in tuned acoustic suspension cabinets that maintain consistent high-quality sound performance 
regardless of the environment. To accommodate a wide variety of design aesthetics, each speaker comes with both a round and a square grill which can 
be custom painted in-house. Available with 6” and 8” drivers and 1” silk-dome pivoting tweeters, Leon’s Axis Series allows you to control the direction of 
the sound and maximize the sonic clarity of any room. 

Available with 6” or  8” drivers and 1” pivoting silk-dome tweeters

Can be custom painted in-house to match any wall color or paint code

Each pair ships with both a round and a square magnetic grill

Fully sealed, acoustic suspension enclosure prevents sound from traveling into other rooms

Features Leon’s A.R.C. (Acoustic Resonance Control) technology to eliminate unwanted standing waves for smooth, uniform frequency response

Can be custom painted in-house to match any color swatch or paint sample

Shapeshifting audio.

10” (grill) 11.25” (grill)5.75” (depth) 7” (depth)

AX-61 AX-81

Components 6” woofers; 1” adjustable silk-dome tweeters Components 8” woofers; 1” adjustable silk-dome tweeters

Cut-out 8.25” dia. Cut-out 9.75” dia.

Outer Dimensions 10” square; 10” dia. with circle grill Outer Dimensions 11.25” square; 11.25” dia. with circle grill

Depth 5.75” behind the flange Depth 7” behind the flange

Grill Square and circle perforated metal grill Grill Square and circle perforated metal grill

Freq. Response 58-22kHz (+/- 3dB) Freq. Response 45-22kHz (+/- 3dB)

Impedence 8Ω Impedence 8Ω

Rec. Power 50–100W Rec. Power 50–125W

8.25” (cutout)
9.75” (cutout)
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